
MKS Instruments is the world’s leading supplier of process
control solutions that improve productivity in semiconductor
and related advanced manufacturing. Our extensive range of
instruments, components and integrated subsystems, control
and manage critical parameters of the process environment.

Today, our core competencies include pressure measurement
and control, materials delivery, vacuum technology, gas
composition monitoring, power and reactive gas generation,
and control and information management. Our wide range 
of products, intellectual property and years of process 
applications experience allow us to provide an exceptional 
level of value. This unique technological breadth gives us the
ability to identify process challenges and provide you with
value-added process control solutions.

MKS’ technology set is fundamental to meeting the require-
ments of advanced and leading edge technologies like CVD.
Extensive process knowledge, proven technology leadership,
and a strong patent portfolio make MKS well suited to provide
CVD OEM's and end-users with high value solutions that
optimize process performance, reduce costs and provide
greater ROI.
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Chemical Vapor Deposition (CVD) is a chemical process in which
precursor gases are introduced into a reaction chamber at near
ambient temperatures and directed towards a heated substrate 
in order to induce controlled chemical reactions. The chemical
reactions result in the deposition of a solid thin film material onto 
the substrate surface.

Plasma Enhanced CVD (PECVD), a very common deposition 
technique, introduces a plasma into the process chamber in order 
to allow for deposition to occur at substrate surface temperatures
that are significantly lower than those required for traditional CVD.

Reducing substrate temperatures broadens the range of deposition
applications and reduces the challenges of CVD. Additional benefits
of PECVD include higher deposition rates than standard CVD, wider
range of film composition adjustment and improved control of film
density and film stress. PECVD is the primary deposition method
used to deposit low-k thin film dielectrics.

Tight control of CVD processes is critical to attaining the desired
deposition conditions and film quality required to obtain high yields
and low costs. The electrical characteristics, dielectric strength for
insulating films, and resistivity for conducting films are critical to 
chip performance. Physically, the film thickness, step coverage and
uniformity are also very important. The deposited film must be free of
chemical and particle contamination, as well as pinholes and cracks.

MKS is the leading manufacturer of many components required
to meet these difficult challenges. We have a long history of
providing effective solutions for the most demanding processes
and delivering subsystems that maximize yield and throughput.

ENHANCED PRODUCT PORTFOLIO FROM MKS

GLOBAL SUPPORT

As a worldwide leader in the development and manufacture of
advanced instruments and controls for the semiconductor
industry, we can support your MKS products. Our service
engineers average 7-10 years of industry experience. Service
plans include extended warranty, contracts, calibration, 24/7
telephone support and industry-leading training. With 17
calibration and service centers in 13 countries around the
globe, we are where you are.
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(HDPCVD)MFV Mass Flow Verifier
Compact diagnostic instrument that
accurately measures and verifies mass flow

T3P Series Pendulum Valve
Integrated isolation and pressure
control system

T3Bi Intelligent Exhaust Throttle Valve
Integrated pressure control for CVD
applications

Jalapeño Series Heater Vacuum Valves
Isolates process chamber and
vacuum system while eliminating
turbulent pumpdowns

Heater Jackets, Traps and
Effluent Management Solutions
Eliminates condensation and reduces system
contamination
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